Extension of HNS-VAUI for Personal Adaptation from Human-Sensed Data
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Abstract—Research and development of home network system (called HNS) is recently a hot topic in the area of ubiquitous computing applications. Orchestrating house-hold appliances (e.g., TVs, DVDs, speakers, air-conditioners, lights, curtains, windows, et al.) via the network, the HNS provides value-added services for home users. In our previous research, we have proposed and developed HNS-VAUI that is the interactive voice user interface using the virtual agent as a HNS user interface. The HNS-VAUI provides a useful interaction in HNS operation for users. However, in some cases the proposed system usability declines, because which doesn’t have feature to adopt user’s personalization. Users don’t only have individual home-appliance, but also they have individual favorite interaction via their HNS-VAUI. In this paper, we propose extended HNS-VAUI at the view point of personalization. Concretely speaking, HNS-VAUI can adapt to each user by learning personal preference and behavior rule. In addition to this, we conduct case study to confirm availability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the development of network technology, home network systems (HNS)[4] have been developed, which is a framework of ubiquitous application in the next generation to achieve high value-added services connecting networked home appliances and sensors. Improving the usability of the HNS user interface is an important issue in the HNS. In the HNS environment, users operate their appliances on everyday base, so the interface of HNS strongly required “easy learning” and “simple operation”. Virtual agent user interface (VAUI), which is using virtual agent as an interface, is fulfill all the conditions of HNS interface. In the interaction with the agent on the screen, user can operate the system.

In our research group, we have proposed new HNS environment exploiting VAUI as a HNS user interface (HNS-VAUI)[11]. And also we have realized HNS-VAUI using MMDAgent[7] with the concept of service-oriented architecture (SOA)[10] in our HNS environment (called SO-HNS-VAUI)[3]. HNS-VAUI gives feedbacks to users with agent’s motions as well as agent’s voice. Owing to these feedbacks, users can enjoy to operate the HNS through more natural conversations with the agent. As a more important point of HNS interface, personal and environment adaptability are described. To generalize the application and combination of HNS has a great difficulty in practical situation because the target appliance and service of HNS lies on variety and difference. Furthermore, indivisual lifestyle habit and preference such as temperature of air conditioning or Bedfordshire are different from each other even if they are families. From these backgrounds, the adaptation and personalized interaction of HNS user interface is an inescapable problem to realize a comfortable user interface. Unfortunately, the current SO-HNS-VAUI cannot adjust a personalized interaction due to limits of the system. In order to implement personalized interaction, personal adaptation based on learning personal preference and behavior pattern is required. After this implementation, the interaction management to provide appropriate service corresponding to each user is also required, because the users of HNS-VAUI are every person in the home.

In this paper, we extend the current SO-HNS-VAUI system, in order to generate the personalized interaction and provide appropriate service corresponding to each user. By applying this extension, suitable interaction that is based on learning personal preference and behavior pattern from house log data is automatically generated and added to HNS-VAUI. Besides distinguishing the current active user with personal identification technology, HNS-VAUI can provide appropriate service corresponding to this user.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Home Network System (HNS)

The home network system consists of a variety of house-hold appliances (e.g., room light, television), and sensors (e.g., temperature, brightness). The appliances and sensors are connected via a network. Each device has control API, which allows users or external agents to control the device over the network. Application services include personal home controllers, remote monitoring/controls, appliance orchestration, energy saving, context-aware services, et al. In our research group, we have implemented an actual HNS environment, called CS27-HNS [8]. Introducing the concept of SOA, CS27-HNS integrates heterogeneous and multi-vendor appliances by standard Web services. Since every API can be executed by SOAP or REST Web service protocols, it does not depend on a specific vendor or execution platform. For example, an implementation of changing the TV channels to 6 is to access the address “http://hns/TVService/setChannel?channel=6”.

B. Virtual Agent (VA)

Virtual agent (VA) is classified into the user interface, which is displayed on the screen and act like a real agent
through the interaction with the user. The VA technology provides realistic interaction and a sense of intimacy, which have received a lot of attention in recent years as a next generation user interface instead of conventional voice interface[9][1]. The methodology of making original VA, MMDAgent[7] is a typical software. MMDAgent is a powerful tool kit for implementing a VA spoken dialogue system and it is very popular software in Japanese subculture. We can produce various agents by changing the 3D models. The behavior of the agent is defined by a script, which specifies motion, movement, camera work, speech synthesis, speech recognition, lip sync, application invocation, according to a state transition model with events and actions. Our MMDAgent system can be controlled through Web API by using socket communication plugin[2]. For example, in order to speech “Hello” by the agent, we just access to the URL “http://../VAService/say?str=Hello”.

C. HNS-VAUI

HNS-VAUI is one of the HNS environments, which has the VA user interface to operate HNS services. HNS users can operate appliances via natural interaction just like a “talk with a friend” instead of unnatural one-way speaking through the use of HNS-VAUI. Additionally, HNS-VAUI avoid lengthening of feedback, because it can provide not only aurally and visually feedback using agent’s voice and motion but also visualized information. By using various feedbacks, HNS-VAUI always provides user-friendly feedback even if the amount of information becomes so large.

III. SERVICE ORIENTED HNS-VAUI

A. Overview

In previous research[3], we have implemented HNS-VAUI with the concept of SOA, in order to apply the HNS-VAUI to CS27-HNS, and realize for flexible cooperation between HNS-VAUI system and other application. Fig.1 shows the current HNS-VAUI system, named Service Oriented HNS-VAUI (SO-HNS-VAUI). SO-HNS-VAUI is composed of the following three layers. The first layer is the input-layer that input to SO-HNS-VAUI system, including Voice Recognizer. The second layer is the process-layer, that is, State Machine Service (SM Service). SM Service is a Web Service that receives the input and determines the content of the feedback. The last layer is the output-layer, which is composed of Web services that control HNS and agent. These Web Services in output-layer gives feedbacks to users. Each layer is connected by Web API. We used Julius[6] as a voice recognition engine.

B. State Machine Service

This section explains about SM Service that is the most important in SO-HNS-VAUI. SM Service is a Web service that manages the system and the conversation with the user. SM Service realizes the interactive interface between system and user. In order to manage the interaction, SM Service provides stateful feedback in response to external input by using a transition set. SM Service gives feedbacks by executing the Web service, such as HNS Services to control the home appliances and VA Service to control the agent behavior. Not only Voice Recognizer, but also other services can input the condition to SM Service, so SM Service can provide interaction that is triggered by external applications.

This transition set is constituted by many state transitions. These transitions are composed five elements of transition ID, Current State, Next State, Condition and Action. Current State and Next State are state of SM Service’s transition set. Conditions is a condition for making the transition of the transition set. Action contains one or some Web service, which is executed by SM Services to give feedbacks when the transition occurs.

C. System Operation

The following is how SO-HNS-VAUI realizes the interaction. First, external applications inputs the condition to SM Service via the Web API. Then SM Service selects a pertinent transition of which condition is the same as inputted condition. Next, SM Service transitions the state of the transition set and execute registered action according to the selected transition. Finally, SM Service gives feedbacks and operates the home appliances by executing external Web Services such as VA Service and HNS Service.

D. Problem

Each user has a HNS environment of their own, so home appliance that is installed is different from each HNS environment. The configuring when operating the home appliances (e.g., Temperature of the air conditioner, Strength of the wind fan, et al.) is also different from each user. In addition to these differences, each user has favorite interaction, such as cute behaviors of their favorite agent. In order to meet these requirements that are specific to each user, HNS-VAUI should be able to individualize adapt.

To realize personal adapted HNS-VAUI, it is necessary that the HNS-VAUI edits the interaction automatically by mining for preference and behavior of the user from the usage of day-to-day. And it would be required that HNS-VAUI manages interaction for each user, in order to provide a suitable interaction to the appropriate user in an environment where there are a plurality of users, such as in-home. However, SO-HNS-VAUI is only for single user, and individual adaptation is not considered in the SO-HNS-VAUI. Therefore, SO-HNS-VAUI can’t edit the interaction dynamically based on learning and provide suitable interaction for each user. This yields the following problems in SO-HNS-VAUI.
P1 : Dynamic manage of interaction
SO-HNS-VAUI manages the interaction by using the transition set. In the current system, it is not possible to add or modify transitions.

P2 : Switching of the transition sets
Since SM Service receives an input from external applications as an input to the single transition set, SO-HNS-VAUI has just only one transition set that manages interaction.

IV. PERSONALIZABLE SO-HNSVAUI

In this section, we propose the Personalizable SO-HNSVAUI (PSO-HNS-VAUI) which solves P1 and P2 problems shown in the previous section. PSO-HNSVAUI is based on following two concepts :

- R1 : Implementing control functions as a API, in order to edit transition from external application.
- R2 : Enable to manage multiple transition set in order to switch interaction for each user.

In the following sections, we explain three key ideas to realize R1 and R2 concepts.

A. Dynamic editing of transition

SO-HNS-VAUI handles the own transition set. Therefore, external application can’t modify the transitions in transition set. So, we managed the transitions with DB, in order to easily modify the transitions via the Web API from external application. In consequence, it will be possible to provide the interaction, which is personalized based on learning, at any time.

B. Extension of transition data

We added a new element, named Set Name, to the five elements that constitute the current transition. Set Name indicates that the transition belongs to which transition set. And SM Service controls the state of each transition set. Thereby, SM Service manages multiple transition set. Also, we extend the current API to suit this extension of SM Service. Hence, SM Service can provide appropriate interaction to each user by managing multiple transition set.

C. Determination of the transition

Multiple transition set management can be realized by the extension of SM Service shown in previously. However, an input target for transition set have to be assigned in order to use suitable transition set for each user. To implement this assignment function, we attach a new application Event Service on SO-HNS-VAUI. Event Service is a Web Service Application placed in between input and SM Service. When Event Service receives input data, Event Service subscribes the input for registered external applications. The external application management is one of the Event Service functions and it can be edited the list of the application via Web API.

As a result of these extensions, PSO-HNS-VAUI ready for personalizing by way of external interaction management. Through the adapting some learning method for the system, we will get the personalized interaction and appropriate service corresponding to each user.

D. Implement

Based on IV, we have extended current system. Fig.2 shows system overview. The following is system operation flow. When a user orders an operation, the Voice Recognizer analyzes the operation and generates a condition according to analyzing the result. And Voice recognizer inputs the condition to Event Service. Then Event Service determines a transition
set to input by referring to the list, and inputs the condition to the transition set. Next, SM Service selects pertinent transition of which the condition is the same as the inputted condition from the specified transition set. And SM Service changes the state of the transition set and execute registered action according to the selected transition.

We explain how to realize these requirements in IV, in the following sections.

1) Management of the Transition: In this part, we explain how to manage transitions. We used MongoDB for managing transitions. Table I shows some transition. Transition is composed of new element Set Name and other five elements. For example, a transition, of which Transition ID is T0000, means the following :

- This belongs to a transition set for Mike.
- This is a transition from state idle to state active.
- This is caused by a condition ACTIVATE.
- This has two action
  - The agent speaks “What can I do for you?”.
  - The agent performs “SMILE” motion.

Besides, we implemented Web APIs that add or modify transition. For example, in order to add other actions (e.g., to open curtain) to action, of which Transition ID is T0012, to access the address ‘‘http://../SMService/addActionToTransition?transitionID=T0015&Action=HNS:CURTAIN_OPEN’’. In addition, there are other APIs such as addTransition that adds a transition to the database, editTransition that changes transition’s information. Thus, we can add or modify transition via Web API, and so we can manage interaction from external application.

2) Switching transition set: In this part, we explain how to switch transition set. We have added an argument, which specify the transition set, to the current input API of SM Service. For example, to access the address ‘‘http://../SMService/input?str=TV_ON&setName=Emily’’ means that condition “TV_ON” is inputted to the transition set for Emily.

In addition, we have implemented the Event Service. We explain the flow of accessing the above address with Event Service. First, access the following address so as to add URL which inputs to the transition set for Emily to Event Service’s list. ‘‘http://../EventManager/addURL?url=http://../SMService/input?str=%keyword&setName=Emily’’. As a result, the address ‘‘http://../SMService/input?str=%keyword&setName=Emily’’ is added to the list. Next, external application (mainly Voice Recognizer) access the address ‘‘http://../
ON''. Then, Event Service replaces the string of "%keyword" in address of all in the list with "TV\_ON", and access each replaced address like this address "http://../SMService/input?str=TV\_ON&setName=Emily''. Thus, Event Service can input to the specified transition set. Therefore, Event Service inputs to the suitable transition set so as to synchronize the list of URL and the present circumstances automatically.

V. CASE STUDY

A. Transition Management with GUI application

We explain the example of modifying transitions with external application. We have implemented a GUI application, named “State Transition Manager”, in such a way as to manage transitions easy and intuitively. “State Transition Manager” is a Web application, which is implemented with HTML and JavaScript. This application uses the APIs of SM Service for managing transitions. In implementing, we also use jQuery(Ver. 2.0.3) and Twitter Bootstrap(Ver. 3.1.0) as a CSS framework. Fig.3 shows a screenshot of State Transition Manager. Nav (in upper part of the page) represents the transition set of each user. Containers under nav, express each transition. Every transition can be deleted by clicking the delete button in the upper right corner of the container. Current State, Next State, and Condition can be edited by clicking the edit button to the left of the delete button. Each action has an edit button and a delete button and can be managed individually. Also new action can be added by choosing an action from selectbox.

Next, we will show an example of the use of “State Transition Manager”. In the case of adding action that open curtain to Transition T0002, at first, choose “HNS:CURTAIN\_OPEN” from selectbox (Fig.3 shows the very moment). Then click add button to the right of selectbox. When the add button was clicked, “State Transition Manager” added selected action to SM Service via API.

B. Input determination by external application

We explain the example of determining of transition set to input by using external application. In our laboratory, we have operated our entrance/leaving management service, called “In/Out Manager”. Fig.4 shows a screenshot of In/Out Manager. These buttons represent each student. Students in the laboratory are represented by the colored buttons. Every student clicks their personal button when they leave and when they come. Thus, “In/Out Manager” is aware of the entry/exit
of students. This application also can be cooperation with external service.

We used “In/Out Manager” for determining the transition set to input. By synchronizing the Event Service’s list and the entry/exit of each user, external service can input to the appropriate transition set.

C. Discussion

Through the case study, it was shown that this system could modify the transitions from external application. This case study also represent that this system could choose an appropriate transition set based on the situation which is obtained by using the external service. However, these applications, which were used in the case study, don’t work on SM Service automatically. It is necessary to develop applications that can modify transitions based on learning or switch the system transition state by sensing the context automatically. Besides, as a scale becomes big, management and editing of transition are complicated, because transition is required for each operation and home appliance. We believe that this problem can be solved by patterning the transition. Furthermore, to use multiple transition set may cause the service conflict problem. This problem can be solved, by applying the solution in [5].

VI. Conclusion

The VAUI is appropriate for the use of HNS user interface. In order to improve the user experience of HNS, personalized interaction is absolutely imperative. In this paper, we extended the current HNS-VAUI system with the concept of personal adaptation. As a result of extension, a new HNS-VAUI named PSO-HNS-VAUI ready for personalizing by way of external interaction management. Through the adapting some learning method for the system, we will get the personalized interaction and appropriate service corresponding to each user. The case study illustrated how this method can be put into practice. From the results of case study, we confirmed the edit-ability of the interactions from external application and switchability of transitions based on the user. However, functions of automatic generating and modifying of transition set are not implemented yet. Moreover, the proposed system have to be evaluated the practical usability through by end-user experiments. This point should be investigated further.
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